
Enable seamless integrations

Minimize manual effort by automating the migration process. 
Swiftly lift and shift on-premises apps and user identities to 
Azure AD for full protection.

Eliminate app rewrites

Abstract the identity from each of your company’s 100s (or 
even 1000s) of apps then migrate them at scale to Azure AD 
quickly and safely.

Reduce security risks

Enable phased deployment of new identity services across 
apps, reducing security risks by allowing the concurrent 
support of multiple target IdPs and authentication solutions.

Don’t let identity 
silos slow you down
Identity today is complicated and distributed. In fact, 80 percent of enterprises are running on a hybrid cloud 
strategy,1 meaning that many still use legacy on-premises applications to conduct critical business functions 
while also using the cloud. Consequently, organizations find themselves stuck in a hybrid world of multi-cloud 
and on-prem where apps and identities are scattered and disconnected. The solution has been to migrate legacy 
apps to the cloud, but manually rewriting each app to work with cloud identity is costly and time-consuming.

“I don’t like to think about what could have been without 
Strata, because it could have meant spending hundreds of 
thousands of hours redeveloping applications.”

– Rob Lenhof, Cloud Information Security Manager, Kroger



Why Identity Orchestration with Strata?2

• Lower integration costs by up to 95%.
• Connect legacy and cloud identity 100x faster.
• Deliver identity projects 10x faster.

Modernize your existing 
identity system faster and more 

efficiently using Identity Orchestration

Ready to get started?

Learn more on our website

Orchestrate identities across legacy systems you’re currently running on. Strata 
also works with all cloud-native identity infrastructures, including Azure AD.

Eliminate the resources related to managing the complexity of custom coding. 
With Strata, there’s no need to refactor apps or gain buy-in from individual app 
owners as you modernize your identity systems with Azure AD.

Enable just-in-time application access to save licensing expense by provisioning 
app access to only those users that actually need (and use) it.

1 Flexera | 2021 State of the Cloud Report
2 Strata | Identity Orchestration: Connect apps with identity seamlessly
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